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How “Dashboards as Code” can help you develop and validate your analytics



“...what is DataOps?”
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Who changed my histogram to a pie chart?

What happened to Emily’s dashboard???

Will this viz be correct after we push new data?

Is it just me or is this table broken?

Trust



data

Using code to make BI 
development better

DataOps:



This talk:

→ What’s hard about BI development?

→ How DataOps can fix it

→ Some practical DataOps strategies and techniques



Who I am







What makes this hard?



Hard to version 
control.

“My dashboard looks 
different and I don’t 
know why.”

Limited integration 
tests.

“This chart was broken 
for weeks and I didn’t 
know about it.”

No automated 
deployments.

“Why aren’t we seeing 
the latest data here?”

Slooooow 
development cycle.

“This ticket from last 
quarter still isn’t done…”

Challenges today



These problems sound 
familiar…

Let’s jump in the time 
machine…



It’s 2014 and everybody is moving their 
infrastructure to the cloud…



It’s 2014 and everybody is moving their 
infrastructure to the cloud, but managing 
that infrastructure has become a challenge:

→ No version control 
→ No testing
→ No automated deployment
→ Ad hoc collaboration / high communication overhead



Enter… DevOps



Fundamental 
innovation:

Treat infra ops
just like software
development.



“X as code”



DevOps → DataOps

Ok, code can be good!

But BI is different from infrastructure in 
some important ways.

How do we make this work?



DataOps challenges

1. Wide range of use cases:
a. Governed metrics & dashboards (prioritize stability)
b. Adhoc, exploratory analysis (prioritize flexibility)

2. BI is inherently visual

3. Interdisciplinary collaboration

4. High number of dependencies



data dbt

Model / SQL

(it’s DAGs all the way down)





data dbt

Model / SQL

each layer can be defined with code



DataOps challenges

1. Wide range of use cases:
a. Governed metrics & dashboards (prioritize stability)
b. Adhoc, exploratory analysis (prioritize flexibility)

2. BI is inherently visual

3. Interdisciplinary collaboration

4. High number of dependencies



data dbt

Model / SQL

Unlike DevOps, some BI 
layers might never be 

appropriate for defining as 
code



DataOps challenges

1. Big range of use cases:
a. Governed metrics & dashboards (prioritize stability)
b. Adhoc, exploratory analysis (prioritize flexibility)

2. BI is inherently visual

3. Interdisciplinary collaboration

4. High number of dependencies



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1WqAw03l5yqZy_9fflEbZBjCM3Rn8CAM5/preview
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Model / SQL

change tracking





DataOps challenges

1. Big range of use cases:
a. Governed metrics & dashboards (prioritize stability)
b. Adhoc, exploratory analysis (prioritize flexibility)

2. BI is inherently visual

3. Interdisciplinary collaboration

4. High number of dependencies



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1P6Nh8H38YWbWibUW1e9P-nVhV_FflRvM/preview
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DataOps challenges

1. Big range of use cases:
a. Governed metrics & dashboards (prioritize stability)
b. Adhoc, exploratory analysis (prioritize flexibility)

2. BI is inherently visual

3. Interdisciplinary collaboration

4. High number of dependencies
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Model / SQL
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dev
Preview

reviewed together
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Model / SQL

prod

deployed together



Choosing a DataOps Strategy
What’s your use case?

● Governed metrics + adhoc exploration

● Ensuring important dashboards don’t break

● Improving dev <> stakeholder collaboration

● Deploying changes more frequently

  



Define your model as code, leave 
downstream dashboards and analyses as 
user-controlled

DataOps Strategy 1

Model / 
SQL



Advantages

Considerations

→ Keep your data pipelines and BI modeling layer in 
sync.

→ You can change and validate both in the same 
pull request.

1. Model as Code

Model / 
SQL

Considerations

→ End users can change dashboards without review 
from the data team

→ Need a mature modeling layer so that it’s hard to 
build a bad / incorrect chart

data dbt



Define an entire vertical slice as code: 
models, charts, dashboards.

DataOps Strategy 2

Model / 
SQL



Advantages

Considerations

→ End users can change dashboards without review 
from the data team

→ Great for self-service. Need to make sure your    
modeling layer is sound so that it’s hard to build a 
bad chart / draw incorrect conclusions from the 
data.

2. Vertical slice

Considerations

→ Tighter control over the end result – strong 
validation that your dashboard will not be broken.

→ Works best for visualizations / dashboards that 
won’t change very often. 

→ Adds friction to updating the end product

Model / 
SQL

data dbt



Use code to define templates that can be 
deployed and customized as needed. 

DataOps Strategy 3

template(
  schema,
  data)

Model / SQL



Still a lot to invent here…!

DataOps

DevOps



Summary

● Fragile BI leads to lack of trust

● DataOps helps by applying engineering best 
practices to BI development

● To be effective, these strategies and tools 
need to bridge the gap between UI & code 
and support a diverse set of use cases



Thank you!

https://glean.io https://hashboard.com

https://glean.io
https://hashboard.com

